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The 7 of October 2022

Macro - BoE, Credit Suisse and zombie companies
• The market’s interventions of the UK Central Bank are a sign we have reached again the de-stressed limits of the financial
system, and the FED is now even more under pressure, especially with the panic spreading amongst bondholders, but also in the
bank system, for example Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank. Market participants are comparing Credit Suisse potential for
bankruptcy to the next Lehman, but KTS believes if the situation would be so dramatic, the Swiss National Bank would “jump
in”, as happened back in 2008 with UBS. In addition, the Swiss bank UBS issued a research, explaining that Credit Suisse still
has options to reduce substantially any capital increase. KTS is not invested in Credit Suisse stock; perhaps it is going to be
interesting as soon we have news on the capital increase (see slides on Credit Suisse). Credit Suisse has to speed up the
process of a capital increase to reassure its own clients, investors and the market as soon as possible.
• For the BoE, last week was already the pivot point, where the QT had to be abruptly interrupted, and QE had to re-start
to save the whole UK pension plan system. We are reading the headline in Bloomberg, that Goldman Sachs seeks private
assets purchases from UK pension funds at 20 to 30% discounts for quality portfolio. Again the real “loser” is always the normal
citizen, having pension funds forced to sell good quality assets at de-stressed prices. This, in a time, where pension funds already
have substantial gaps to liabilities, having the population aging, living longer and not enough young workforce able to totally cover
future payments. We all know, in order to compensate such gap, we will have to work longer.
• Considering the significant increase of default risk of all the “zombie companies” in the US and all countries worldwide forced
to sell US T-bills in order to support they own currencies, the pivot point of the FED could not be that far. In fact, the FED is
apparently holding an emergency meeting to review “the advance and discount, as a response to the increasing stress in the
financial and banking system as money supply falls and bond liquidity dries up.
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Macro - pressure on the FED
• We also read in media that FED officials have begun to split on the need for speed to peak rates. They are also starting to
realize that over-tightening will de-stress financial conditions. BofA, for example, says that credit stress is at “borderline
critical levels” beyond which dysfunction begins. KTS agrees with the commentaries that the FED wants to avoid a market
breakdown because it is much more difficult to control and can accelerate downturns, which is precisely what most
professional investors are speculating and therefore are still underweight equities.
• We are also reading headlines citing the UN calling on the FED and other central banks to halt interest-rate increases,
warning that further policy tightening risks a global economic downturn. The United Nations agency affirms that the FED
and other central banks risk pushing the global economy into recession followed by prolonged stagnation if they keep raising
interest rates.
• KTS is still convinced, that having election approaching in November, the White House will put Mr. Powell under political
pressure. As per statement in the research of MacroStrategy of Mr. Garran, there are rumours, we are very close. But Mr. Garran
is of the opinion, that job vacancies and unemployment are very long way from achieving the target wished by the FED.
• Unfortunately, by listening to the interview of Mr. Kashkari (Minneapolis FED chief) saying that the FED is quite a ways away from
pausing rate hikes and is waiting for evidence of peak inflation, in addition by saying it’s not up to the FED to bail out investors,
there is no reason to be bullish at all actually! Does the FED really want a chaos like in UK, before stepping in?
• We also have to admit, that and FED chief is communicating his own opinion and KTS is trying to listen to the daily updates from
the different FED chiefs, but at the end of the day, apart the fact that it is really confusing, we start to ask ourselves, how credible
are the FED members. It is time, they coordinate communications and stop confusing investors on a daily basis.
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Macro - better tools to fight inflation
• About the open job’s dilemma, KTS always argued, that the increase of interest rates is not efficient, but the Biden’s
administration should rather look for qualify immigration. We are reading with pleasure in Bloomberg headlines, that Pershing
Square capital CEO, Mr. Bill Ackman, said that increasing immigration may be a more effective tool to ramp down inflation
(wage inflation) than the FED raising interest rates and destroying demand. Hopefully the FED, but more especially the Biden’s
administration, listen to such very precious inputs.
• We are also reading headlines in CNBC, where Mr. Isaac Stephens from Alvine Investment asserts, investors should “fight the
FED”, because are fallible and were basically wrong since 2 years.
• Mr. Yardeni is writing, that the FED is too hawkish and rightly asking, if Mr. Powell and his colleagues have been
watching the housing and mortgage markets.
• The GFSI (Global Financial Stress Index), which tracks risk, hedging demand & investor risk appetite, is again at levels like the
pandemic, showing market participants are panicking (see slide 9).
• Analyzing the FED’s balance sheet, during the last six months, the FED managed to reduce only from USD 8.96 trillion to USD
8.8 trillion; therefore, a reduction of only 2% and the investor community argues that the credit market is already in deep trouble.
The FED can not accelerate the QT; on the contrary, will have to stop it, like BoE had to?
• We came across a chart (not included) where the G4 central banks’ balance sheet dropped by a cumulated USD 3.1 trillion
in the past seven months, and this has already created value destruction of 10x-20x magnitude. Therefore market participants are
rightly asking if central banks are in the position to afford more QT!?
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Macro - crucial situation
• We are now in a crucial situation. If central banks, especially the FED, keep the “hawkish path”, we understand market
participants arguing that we will experience the same panic reaction as the equity market’s exuberance back on the
pandemic, as central banks did “whatever it takes”. We are already experiencing such panic in the fixed income segment,
but we did not in the equity market, at least for the main indexes and blue chips. For smaller companies, we have seen, many
stocks already corrected over 80% from the highs, without to mention SPACs, IPOs, MEME stocks and crypto currencies.
• Also, for the UK government, the limit has been tested. With the poor and worsening current account balance, the bond market
forced the UK government to announce a U-turn on the 45% tax rate cut on top wealthy UK citizens after ten days of
pressure. We are reading headlines, saying, observing the daily volatility, UK assets are trading as if they would be in an emerging
market, and it is quite a statement.
• The Nasdaq Index is consolidating at June’s lows, thanks to the weaker ISM manufacturing and employment indexes
but most especially the falling open jobs on the 3rd of October. In order to call it a sustainable rebound, we have to wait for
the FED to intervene, at least verbally, with a more dovish tone.
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Macro
th

• In fact, the equity market’s positive reaction on the 3rd and 4 of October 2022 to weaker economic data, but correcting again on
th
the 5 October because of slightly better service numbers (ISM non manufacturing PMI - purchasing managers index), is the
perfect signal of how the trigger for a sustainable equity market’s rebound is not coming from a more robust economy but from
weaker fundamentals, which are going to induce the FED to change their monetary policy. Therefore we have to enjoy with
caution the consolidation around June’s lows. The today negative reaction on the Nonfarm payrolls increase of 263k vs
expected 250k, but lower than over 300k in August is the sign, how the sentiment is still very fragile and nervous.
• Meanwhile, the first real downgrades are coming, with BofA cutting EPS for Apple and therefore downgrading the stock’s
rating. In Q3, FAANGS lost over 30%, and if equity markets have to correct further, then it will be the turn of big companies,
because the rest of the market has already experienced capitulation, as we have explained in the past. KTS believes, in the small
caps segment, there are significant attractive investment opportunities, just patience is needed, but as we can see in the historical
statistics on page 16, over 1 or 2 years time horizon, the investor is going to reach nice profits.
• According to Mr. Timmer, Fidelity Investments, 71% of industry groups are seeing estimate downgrades from the previous
quarter and reading the results of Samsung as Advanced Micro, we have the confirmation, that the global economic is
experiencing a significant slowdown, which is at the moment in line with market’s expectations, but a dramatic slowdown is of
course still not discounted from equity markets. Without to talk about a system failure or chaos, like 2008.
• The positive side of such analyst downgrades is, that professional investors are still underweighting equities in expectations of
analyst EPS downgrades. The combination of such downgrades with weaker fundamentals and more pressure on the FED
in the next weeks could be the perfect base for a year end rally.
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Job opening (JOLTS)
• One of the main negative points of bearish investors is the high number of open jobs. Therefore the US labour market is tight,
causing increased salaries, which is translated into wage inflation, weighting around 30% on the CPI.
• On the 4th of October, the open job numbers collapsed (10.1 Mio from 11.2mio), and the drop is comparable with the massive
collapse during the pandemic and much worst than GFC or the tech bust (see left-hand chart).
• Equity markets reacted extremely positively, but if the FED is not changing its monetary policy, this are bad news for the global
economy, and there is no reason to be positive. KTS also believes, as explained in previous slides, that the FED is at the pivot
point; therefore, we would expect at least some verbal dovish interventions.
• Mr Peters of Macrobond is arguing in his blog that the JOLTS data are for August and, therefore, old. Analyzing headlines of
company’s layoffs, September was also weak, so we can assert, that restricting FED’s policy is working.

Largest 4-month drop in job openings since lockdowns (Crescat)

JOLTS data shows the strongest sign yet of a slowing economy (Mr. Peters)
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KTS positioning
• KTS believes, as it is happening in the UK, central banks will have to change the hawkish path, and therefore we still believe we
will not experience a system failure or chaos, especially in the bond and bank system. But, we are monitoring daily global
developments, especially again on geopolitics.
• But if central banks continue stubbornly for too long a hawkish monetary policy, the KTS discretionary portfolio is not
defensive enough because we started investing our cash and sold our put options. On the other hand, in case of a panic
situation, the volatility of equities should spike, as is happening in the bond market. In fact, the MOVE index (bond volatility)
spiked and is now at levels of the GFC in 2008, as explained in our last weekly report.
• Therefore, our two funds based on the volatility booster (Z22 and ABR dynamic) should finally reach positive performances,
which should help to hedge the rest of our equity exposure (around 35% on the Optima dynamic portfolio), as it happened during
the pandemic in 2020. In addition, we still have 16% cash (in our flagship fund Optima Dynamic), which will be invested based on
our technical analysis, with strict stop losses. For the moment we are trading only the QQQ US.
• In our opinion, the fixed income market is already experiencing a capitulation, and as explained, the UK central bank had to
intervene; therefore, we believe the bond market will consolidate going forward, but we should have seen the worse. For this
reason, investing via external managers with a long and solid track record is, in our opinion, the best way to start reinvesting in
bonds to limit the downside risk due to possible defaults.
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KTS positioning
• Gold is holding well, and our Biotech selection, included the investment in our best-in-class fund PMG Biotech, includes many
exciting companies trading at very attractive valuations.
• Of course, in the case of further market corrections, our emerging market exposure is also going to correct, though we believe
EMMAS valuations are attractive and should limit the downside. In fact, according to our expert of the Vietnamese marker, the
VNIndex is trading at forward P/E 8.1x, touching the low seen in the first COVID wave in 2020. The portfolio is trading at
2023F P/E 8.3x and have an average EPS growth of 13.2% .
• Our M&A strategy also suffered during September, but we do not have to forget, such positions are announced M&A activities
and therefore as soon equity market rebound, the spreads is going to be closed again direction the announced price for the
specific M&A transaction.
• Finally, our strategy of selling volatility is trying to stabilize at around 80%, but of course YTD the performance is disappointing.
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Geopolitics - deeper rupture between Europe and Russia
• The large leaks detected in Nord Stream 1 and 2 on September 27th is the new escalation in international geopolitical
tensions.
• We were reading multiple versions of speculation about who could have deliberately made the sabotage. Still, the rupture
between Europe and Russia is probably irreparable, which means no interest in finding a solution for Ukraine. Therefore we
have to expect further escalations internationally.
• Market participants are starting to argue again about the use of nuclear weapons, especially after the speech of Mr Putin, blaming
the U.S. for being the first and only country to use the atomic bomb in the past. We stay on our belief, the nuclear weapon is not
going to be deployed.
• In addition, on the final draft resolution at the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) against Russia’s annexation of Ukrainian
territories, of 15 votes, one is against: of course Russia, but 4 abstained: India, China, Brazil, Gabon and 10 were for the
resolution. The draft was not adopted, as Russia wielded its veto. We can see from the votes there is an international rupture, and
it is getting deeper and deeper.
• Meanwhile, Russia has been increasing its reliance on China, having now 52% of the top 40 import partners out of China.
Apparently, China told state banks to prepare for a massive dollar dump and yuan buying spree.
• As explained last week, we recognized some signals in the forex and gold markets and decided to hedge the USD (with a strict
stop loss) and stay long Gold.
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Geopolitics - no deployment of nuclear weapons
• We are also reading in the mainstream that the US is pressing the EU to speed up financial aids to Ukraine, and the IMF is
separately working on new emergency funds for Kyiv. Apparently, Ukraine needs EUR 3.5 billion each month. Washington has
provided USD 8.5 billion in economic assistance and requested an additional USD 4.5 billion in grants from Congress. Meanwhile,
Brussels has paid EUR 1 bn of the EUR 9 bn it pledged in May (according to Financial Times). Small details from the newspaper
Berliner Zeitung: aids are needed to also pay for very expensive weapons delivered from the USA to Ukraine in leasing.
• Worldwide, people have started to get used to geopolitical tensions, and the conflict in Ukraine is the new normal. But such further
provocations are showing, we will not experience a de-escalation very soon, and now the risk of new general panic is
realistic, especially on the thematic of nuclear weapons.
• This is only our feeling, and we can not invest based on feelings; we need facts. The fact we see at the moment is the sad reality
that, except for Europe and Ukraine, the longer the conflict, the more the rest of the world has plenty of financial interests. China,
India and other counties in Asia are buying Russian oil and gas at discounted prices. Russia itself is selling at higher prices preconflict, and the USA is selling LNG to Europe at ten times the local price, and now we also realize that weapons are sold to
Ukraine. For this reason, we do not see the need for a nuclear weapon, apart from the fact, that it would be insane, and no one
would survive a third world war.
• For these reasons, we can not overreact on implementing our asset allocation and do not expect any use of nuclear weapons.
• Meanwhile, as we have recently seen, natural gas reserves in Germany are at 90%, and even if there are no deliveries from
Russia anymore, with a mild winter, Europe should not have an energy crisis during the coming winter.
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Geopolitics - higher energy prices for longer in Europe
• But, what is now clear to everyone, is that the German industry and consumers can not speculate on lower energy prices
during 2023 and 2024, and therefore the profitability of German, but also European companies are going to suffer
disproportionately high compared to the US or Asia. In addition, because of the high inflation and high energy costs, the
minimum salary in Germany increased by 15% (from 10.45 EUR per hour to 12 EUR) and therefore is reducing further the
profitability of German companies, having work unions very strong, and layoffs are challenging.
• For those reasons, many businesses will have to close down or at least consolidate to reduce costs and increase purchasing
power. In one way, a consolidation phase could increase M&A activities in Europe, but for the moment, KTS will keep the
exposure in Europe as low as possible, as least for equities. We feel the trade on QQQ US is a safer “bet”, because businesses
are more stable and the real trigger for the IT sector, are falling bond yields. On the fixed income, we increased our exposure
to global high yields and CLOs, via experts with a long track record because there are attractive opportunities. Also based on the
fact, that yields should have peaked.
• The fund MAN high yields is invested at the moment 44% in Europe and 25% in the UK, arguing there are more attractive
investment opportunities vs North America, which is too expensive. The high yield Benchmark has a weighting of 57% in North
America, only 16% in Europe, and 5% in the UK. The manager has a long and solid track record, and a tremendous
outperformance vs peers and Benchmark (at top 1% Bloomberg percentile), so we trust his selection and it makes sense, because
de-stressed situations are mostly in Europe, not in North America or rest of the world. The same message is also from the CLO’s
corner, where the most attractive opportunities should be nowadays in Europe and not the US.
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Geopolitics - European energy vulnerability
th

• The launch of the substantial energy package of EUR 200 billion from the side of Germany on the 29 September is definitely
going to give some reliefs on the short term, but the energy dilemma is by far no resolved yet. In addition, the stimulus package
is positive for the European economy, but on the same time, Germany is planing higher taxes for super-rich, where threequarters of Germans are in favor, but people unfortunately forget, that super rich can change tax domicile very fast and is by
the way, already happening. This means on the long term, that the top 10%, which is normally paying at least 2/3 of
overall tax income of a country, is leaving, causing fatal long term consequences for the financial situation of the country
and starting a unsolvable vicious spiral, how Italy is experiencing nowadays. We should also ask ourselves, why the UK
government wanted to cut the 45% tax rate on wealthy citizens.
• The director of the Energy security and climate change program at the centre for strategic and international studies (CSIS) in
Washington, Mr Joseph Majkut, is also arguing, that the risk is not only on the pipelines from Russia but also on the existing
natural gas and LNG infrastructure connected to Europe because there has already been several cyberattacks or fires.
• Therefore the European energy situation is very vulnerable and is going to stay so for some time, unfortunately. Mr
Majkut is arguing that the immediate concern will be for the security of pipelines connecting Norway and Europe, including
the newly opened Baltic pipeline. In addition, he mentions the cyberattack against the Colonial pipeline in the US on May 2021 as
also the cyber attack earlier this year at the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp refining hub. Finally, the fire on the Freeport LNG
earlier this year. The Freeport outage removed nearly 17% of US LNG exports, and EU gas prices spiked by around 12% on the
news.
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Geopolitics - mega trend alternative energy infrastructure
• Apparently, Russian hackers are successfully attacking several grids, and the natural gas price spike is in favour of all the
producers. The positive side of our investment process is the fact, that the escalating energy war and the vulnerability of the
European energy dependency are speeding up investments into energy & green infrastructure, where KTS is exposed via our
energy experts or private equities like Rimac automobili. We are monitoring other funds, which are specifically focused on energy
efficiency.
• To add more vulnerability, we are reading that China is reselling US LNG to Europe, reaching big profits. Chinese companies
that have signed long-term contracts to buy US liquefied natural gas have been selling their excess inventories to Europe and
reaping big profits from the sales thanks to the weak demand in China. When China would have no lockdowns, the LNG
demand is going to increase, which means less delivery to Europe. In addition, China has imported nearly 30% more gas
from Russia so far this year, typically at a steep discount (data from shipping).
• Europe has managed to fill its gas storage ahead of schedule, at least for this winter, but the dilemma is going to be for
next years. Energy efficiency and alternative sources will stay the focus for the next decade.
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GFSI Index (Global financial stress index)
• As previously mentioned, the GFSI Index is again at levels
like during the pandemic in the year 2020.
• The BofA believes this index is a more accurate market risk
indicator than the VIX because it can be used for investment
and risk management decisions.
• The index uses 23 measures of financial risk, hedging demand
and investor risk appetite across global credit, equity, interest
rates, forex and commodity markets.
• We could assert that we are experiencing a capitulation,
but reading the GFSI Index levels during the pandemic, we
are still not at the peak?!

Source: BofA via Syz group
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Technical analysis on Nasdaq
• The Nasdaq Index is at the crucial support. The 200 weekly moving average has been the support all along the bull market;
even during the pandemic, the reversal on the 3th of October 2022, was exactly on the 200w at 11’1140.6 points.
• This time, the 200w also coincides with the 38.2% Fibonacci retracement, 10’502.58 points.
• Therefore, it is crucial the index must rebound from such support. As we can analyze on the next slide, a +5% two-day return is quite
a strong signal of the market bottoming and anyway, in the long run, if an investor buys today, he will reach higher performances.
• But analyzing the daily chart at a similar situation on the pandemic in March 2020, the index fell 2’000 points under the 200w
moving average and rebounded in April 2020. Therefore we experienced a correction of around 20% before stabilizing and as we
remember, it was when the FED jumped in to support financial markets. The only real trigger for such a sustainable rebound is
also nowadays the pivot point for the FED, which has to intervene at least verbally.

The 200 weekly moving average has being the support all along the bullmarket Fibonacci retracement coincides with the 200w mov av
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+5% two-day returns on the S&P 500
• Technical analysts argue we have just experienced the best 5% two-day return since April 2020.
• Ritholtzwelth.com (Mr Michael Batnick) blog runs an analysis, left-hand chart, on all the +5% two-day return while the S&P 500
was in a 20% drawdown, and we can notice from the green points that it was basically all the time the bottom of the market. Only
during 2008, we experienced such an event multiple times.
• In order to answer the question, if nowadays it is October 2008 or maybe March 2020, the right-hand chart shows that, basically,
when the S&P 500 Index is down more than 25%, over a 1-year horizon, no questions are asked.
• We have seen similar calculations on midterm years with historical data back since 1930, and in the case of the S&P 500
Index, down YTD to Q3 by -24.8%, the market rebounded 28.2% on average.

+5% two-day return are normally a strong bottom signal

S&P 500 Index over -25% , on the long run it was a clear buying opportunity
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Technical analysis
• During our recent updates, we reported that retail investors
were buying equities on dips and KTS was surprised.
• On the right-hand chart, we can analyze, that last week, we
experienced the 2nd largest retail selling week in the last five
years; therefore, we have the kind of capitulation we were
looking for.
• No wonder, that according to BofA investors poured the
most money into cash since April 2020.

Source. Marlincapital via Syz Group
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Technical analysis
• According to Mr. Fadeev, partner of our best-in-class fund
Fasanara Digital, hedge funds and asset managers have
been going from heavy long to short in size for quite a
while now, but it looks like, the trend is breaking,
speculating, if a possible short squeeze is imminent?
• On the right-hand chart we can analyze, how recently some
asset manager are starting to cover short positions. This explain
also the +5% two-day return on the S&P 500 Index.
• Unfortunately, the today negative reaction on the nonfarm
payrolls is again putting in discussion the imminent
bottom of equity markets and of course investors fear the FED
will maintain its aggressive tightening monetary policy for
longer.

Source: JPM via Fasanara Capital
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Highest put option volume ever
• Market participants are wondering, if retail investors are betting on a crash, having the retail option traders volume at highest ever
(left-hand chart) and on the other side, insiders stopped selling shares (right-hand chart, source Sentiment Trader, Jay Kaeppel
via Syz group).
• In our opinion and confirmed from our best-in-class fund ABR Dynamic in New York, the highest volume in put options is due
to the fact that from January 2022, taxes on profit are higher in the US. Therefore investors prefer to buy put options in order
to hedge the portfolio, rather than sell single positions with profit.
• In addition, the advantage of buying put options is the fact, that losses can be compensated with profits.
• The proof could be the fact, that the volume in option contracts is up 45% from last year (source: SpotGamma)

Highest volume in put options ever (Source: Sentiment trader, via Syz group)

Insiders stop selling stocks
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Worst correction ever in the bond market
• As explained last week, the bond market has just experienced the worst drawdown ever, as we can notice in the left-hand
side chart.
• KTS was working for over six years to avoid such drawdown, and a big portion of KTS’s outperformance vs peers is because
we were not invested in plain vanilla bonds (see YTD performance numbers in our last weekly report).
• But having the bond market in a “panic mood”, we started to buy global high yields and CLOs again.
• Having a difficult environment for longer and with weak fundamentals, the selection in the portfolio is the key to avoid major
losses; therefore we are investing via active managers and we are not selecting single bonds by ourselves. Market participants
are arguing, the number of “ Zombie companies” is increasing (now at 20% of listed companies) and with higher interest rates
for re-financing, the risk of default is much higher than during the pandemic, but at same levels than 2008

The Bloomberg US long-term Treasury Total Return Index is down 37.3%

Fastest rise in real yields since 2008 (source: Mac10 / Syz group)
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Longest and largest drawdown in history for the US bond market and wealth
• We include such charts in order to communicate the magnitude of the drawdown, which is the longest and the largest in
history. With a 16% decline over 26 months, such a drawdown also exceeded 1978-1980, when we had the highest inflation
historically.
• As our clients know, KTS has been working intensively over the last six years in order to avoid such a dramatic drawdown, and
the diversification out of plain vanilla bonds into alternative fixed income worked amazingly. In fact, our fixed income strategy,
except for our emerging market debt exposure, is still positive YTD, though not with the same performance as in the past years.
• As explained last week, the actual drawdown caused over USD 53 trillion in wealth loss and measured in % to GDP (left-hand
chart) is slowly but surely at the same magnitude as per GFC 2008 and is already higher than during the pandemic in 2020. Those
are also signs of capitulation. KTS believes, such signals are more reliable, than pure chart comparison vs 2008.

The wealth drawdown has the same magnitude as the GFC in 2008

16% decline over 26 months is the longest and largest drawdown
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Forex market - a developed markets currency crisis
• Market participants are rightly arguing that the USD strength
is mostly against developed market currencies, like GBP,
EUR and JPY. As we analyzed last week, also the gold price
increased against the EUR and GBP.
• Emerging markets currencies are holding quite strongly again
the USD. Those are good news for our exposure in emmas.
• Commodities also lost around 26% YTD against the USD. In
the long term, the commodity will have a strong floor because
the CAPEX for commodity producers just hit new lows when
adjusted for GDP levels (according to a chart of Crescat
capital).
• Combined with the fact that we are still in a decade of energy
and green transition, commodity prices are going to increase
again. Our investment into the best-in-class fund Bakersteel
Electrum was holding quite well vs the correction of most
commodities and precious metals.
Source: Julius Baer
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Credit Suisse
• On Monday, mainstream headlines were comparing Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank to the next Leman Brothers.
• Of course, in a market “meltdown”, the only interest of the mainstream is to catch the attention, and therefore, the more dramatic
the headline sounds, the better. We could also read headlines comparing the crypto crash to the Lehman Brothers moment and,
of course, the Chinese Evergrande disaster. Finally, investors also call game over for the SPAC-Boom and are calling private
equity the next ticking bomb.
• In such times, it is extremely important to stay on facts and analyze the situation with rationality, especially because even if KTS
is not invested in the stock of Credit Suisse, most probably at the capital increase, it could be an extremely attractive investment
opportunity, as we can see in the below charts, Credit Suisse stock is quoting at 20% of the book value. But KTS has Credit
Suisse as a depositary bank for some of our clients, and therefore it is important to take pragmatic decisions.

Credit Suisse at 20% of book value

Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse and also Raiffeisen Centrobank are attractive
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Credit Suisse - how solid
• First of all, as a depositary bank, the only part of the portfolio in “danger” would be the liquidity on the account above CHF
100’000 (because of up to 100k CHF the Swiss government guarantee for any defaults) or Fiduciary on Credit Suisse.
• The bank sent to all key clients a presentation stating how, in the last seven years, Credit Suisse has strengthened the
balance sheet and capital ratios to 13.5% (CET1 ratio) and has a strong capital and liquidity position, especially compared
to major competitors. Julius Baer analyst says, Credit Suisse currently holds a buffer of ca CHF 6bn above the regulatory
minimum and they see no grounds for market fears of a bankruptcy. But they also do not rule out a dilutive capital increase.
• But of course, if “off book” positions are too large, and in addition, losses out of bad business are too large, it does not
matter how sound and solid the equity capital of the bank can be, it is not enough to cover losses, and the bank risks a default.
Therefore, it is clear to us Credit Suisse needs to raise equity capital. We can discuss how much, and according to the research
of UBS, Credit Suisse needs to raise less capital than market participants are expecting.
• Most probably, having Credit Suisse discussing directly with key investors, we enter into the typical dynamic of such extreme
and dramatic rumors, which are exclusively aiming to have a falling stock market price in order for such key investors to have
the capital increase at the lowest possible price. We all know such a dynamic, and historically it has always happened like that,
sadly.
• Of course, it is still not enough to feel comfortable and excludes a possible default.
• Therefore, if we analyze the past, we already had a similar situation in Switzerland back during the GFC in 2008, where UBS
was in a dramatic situation, and the Swiss government, in coordination with the Swiss National Bank, basically saved the
Swiss bank. It was October 16, 2008.
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Credit Suisse - what to do
• KTS believes the bank is “too big to fail”, and therefore we are convinced that in case the situation gets too dramatic, the
Swiss government is going to coordinate a similar transaction, as happened with UBS in 2008. For this reason, KTS is not
in panic and does not want to take panic actions.
• Actually, without entering into politics, for the Swiss National Bank, it would be the smartest move now to invest in Credit
Suisse stock at such a de-stressed and attractive level instead of investing in passive ETFs. Credit Suisse could close a
capital increase directly with the SNB and would even cause a short squeeze because, as it happens in such a dynamic, investors
are short the stock with the intention to buy back with the capital increase. Of course, the SNB should invest, only with the strategy
to sell, as soon the situation stabilized and most probably the stock price going to be 3 to 4 times higher. But we all know the
political reaction to such an event, where most political parties are going to argue that a government is not in a position to support
greedy bankers. Actually, during the GFC 2008, the FED and US government were investing in key banks and reached
tremendous profits.
• On the other hand, the situation of Credit Suisse is not bad luck or a coincidence. As we have explained several times, for
nd
example, in our weekly nr. 11 on the 2 April 2021, bankers are taking too much short-term risk, aiming to reach the maximum
profitability, which is translated into a higher bonus, though nowadays only for higher management, not anymore for normal
employees.
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Credit Suisse - what to do
• Such short-term thinking results in the fact that banks will always have such significant damages because, unfortunately,
new managements are just taking new risks, but the goal is the same: personal enrichment. This is also translated in the
discretionary portfolios of CS clients, and in fact, the CS wealth management’s performance is -21% YTD (balance mandate);
therefore, one of the worst compared to peers.
• The Swiss Bank Julius Baer argues, that since the appointment of Mr. Axel Lehmann as chairman in early 2022, the board and
management are no longer dominated by investment bankers or people from other industries but consist of proven specialists
from other successful banks and of home-grown specialists in Swiss banking and wealth management. The analyst adds, the
board members of Credit Suisse have all the skills and a strong incentive to turn the bank around, and they have little sentimental
ties to former structures. Therefore the analyst of JB expects the management to come up with a viable plan to restore the group.
It is likely to exit large parts of its fixed income activities and convert the investment bank into an advisory platform and enabler
for wealth management.
• Meanwhile we are reading the headline, Credit Suisse buy back USD 3 billion in debt with high interest rates in order to optimize
costs and announced to be in process of selling the prestigious Savoy Hotel at Paradeplatz.
• We are going to talk directly to our clients on the matter and about what is the best to do. In any cases, KTS believes,
no reason to panic to have Credit Suisse as depositary bank.
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Oil market
• The OPEC+ will cut the output by 2m bpd in order to safeguard a price floor. Initial rumours very indicating a cut of 1 mio bpd.
Market participants are rightly arguing, this is exactly the opposite, what the global economy needs and even more, comes
just weeks after Biden visited Saudi, to try to get an increase in oil production to ease prices and even more, in order to USA to
rebuild oil reserves, which are at lowest levels since 1984 and need to be rebuild. The US government indicate, that such oil
reserves are going to be rebuild only, if the oil price is going to fall under 80 USD and the Biden’s administration announced, US
will still release reserves, in order to avoid an increase of energy costs. We are not sure, what Saudi Arabia promised to Biden, but
most probably, the outcome is not was the US was planning. Market participants are arguing, the bigger cut to production quotas
is more driven by geopolitical environment than fundamental conditions.
• As countermeasure, the Biden administration is considering limiting fuel exports to lower US consumer prices, but the
largest US oil trade groups have significant concerns and urged officials not to proceed. It would not be positive for US oil
producers, but KTS have a minimal exposure.
• Market participants are also arguing, the move of Saudi Arabia is a proof, that they are looking to join the BRICS coalition
along with the likes of Russia to form a new commodity-based reserve currency and higher oil price is in their interest. This would
confirm our base scenario, the USD going to be weaker over long term.
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Oil market
• In addition, reading the research of Morgan Stanley, the analyst asserts, that the OPEC’s quota reduction risks tightening oil
markets significantly and much depends on the trajectory for Russia’s oil production once the EU embargo comes into
force. Morgan Stanley adds, they now see the oil market nearly 1 mb/d undersupplied once again in 2023. This is not good
at all! And again the FED is fighting inflation with the wrong instruments and Western politicians are fully underestimating the
situation.
• KTS believes that the oil price, around 80 USD, has always been a good balance worldwide, with emerging markets and oil
producers generating good cash flows and developed markets able to pay such price. The oil price around USD 80 helps the
global economy to growth. A price floor is also positive for KTS’s exposure to the energy space but also for the green and
alternative energy, having oil companies generating substantial cash flows and therefore willing to invest into alternative energy
sources, also due to ESG regulations. In the contrary, the risk of a price spike would be very negative for equity markets. As
recently explained, our exposure into the energy space is a kind of hedge to geopolitical tensions.
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Oil market - the dilemma of the supply
• Such OPEC’s move is again the proof, that the hawkish strategy of central banks, especially from the FED, is
counterproductive, the deeper the global economic would fall into recession, the more the OPEC is going to cut the output to
keep the price of oil stable.
• In addition, to the cut of production, Saudi Aramco and Shell warned that while the oil market is focussing on the possibility
of demand destruction, it is not focussing on “supply fundamentals”.
• Aramco estimated that global spare capacity was just 1.5% of global demand, which would be used up the moment China’s
economy opens up from lockdowns.
• Shell adds the current high prices do not easily translate into a shift in capital allocation, given it can take decades for oil and gas
projects to produce and start paying off, in addition to the fact that ESG regulations make the environment for fossil fuels even
more challenging.
• Such affirmations are in line with the outlook of our energy experts, and therefore, KTS keeps the exposure in the space.
As recently explained, our exposure into the energy space is a kind of hedge on geopolitical tensions and the latest move of the
OPEC is an additional proof, that the interest of the different parties are not align, in the contrary.
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Brazil
• In Brazil, we will have an additional run, having President Bolsonaro outperformed polls and reached 43.3%. Mr Lula had
48.4%.
• Bolsonaro’s right-wing allies won 19 of the 27 seats in the Senate and reached a strong base also for the lower house. Of course,
Mr Lula said, it would only delay the inevitable, but Mr Bolsonaro is planning to make the right political alliances to win.
• Having had a much stronger result vs expectation, most probably many citizens, which were indecisive, are probably going to
vote for Mr Bolsonaro; therefore, everything is still open. Even the magazine The Economist is arguing the momentum is now with
Mr Bolsonaro and not by Mr Lula.
• KTS has a small exposure into Brazilian bonds via our emerging market debt position and into Brazilian energy
companies, via our energy expert.
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Physical premium for gold and silver
• Apparently, the physical premium for silver coins in Canada and US is 40% of the spot price.
• And recently, Indian vaults hold less than 10% of the gold they did a year ago, but physical gold premiums are rising in China and
Turkey, so banks are moving gold from India to those countries because better premiums are offered. (source Reuters.com via Mr
Jain).
• In addition, last week, when the GBP fell dramatically, there were lines of people looking to buy physical silver outside stores.
• The physical premium for gold and silver is the final proof that people are buying precious physical metals as a last safe
resort and also give support that long-term gold & silver are used as a value storage.
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Silver
• The strong move, +9% on the 3rd of October 2022, was,
historically speaking, meaningful.
• In fact, according to Mr Costa of Crescat Capital. The last time
silver went up as much as the 3rd of October was November
2008, which coincided with the bottom, and Silver went up
400% in the next 2.5 years.
• As mentioned in our weekly report, nr. 37 on the 16th of
September 2022, market participants are expecting a short
squeeze in Silver.

rd

The move of the 3 of October is the same as November 2008
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General news
• According to the research of VP Bank, Australia is poised to grab 20% of the world’s Lithium refining capacity by 2027. As
we have recently seen, China produces more than 80% of the world’s lithium hydroxide, and therefore the global green transition
could be dangerous, especially with the further geopolitical tensions. For this reason, Western countries have to increase their
effort toward independence from China. This is a reason why our investment in our best-in-class fund Bakersteel Electrum
is a core position in our asset allocation.
• A good example of normalization and a company which could profit from the consolidation out of the pandemic is the airline
Ryanair Holding. The airline flew 15.9 million passengers in September, its third busiest month ever and up 13% on precovid levels. Ryanair could definitely consolidate its position as Europe’s largest airline by passenger numbers, and the jump in
traffic meant Ryanair also flew more passengers in September than in any of its busiest summer months before the covid-19
pandemic struck. Until this year, its busiest month was August 2019, when it carried 14.9 million passengers. This is proof that the
world normalized, people feel comfortable again, at least outside China, and the world is finally living with the Covid-virus.
• On the other hand, Germany introduced new COVID-19 rules, like wearing the mask on public transportations. At the moment
still no panic and actually there is no reason for panic, but we know, how the mainstream can spread unnecessary panic and
therefore we need to be on alert. The global economy is already under substantial pressure, therefore new strict Covid measures
would cause unnecessary chaos in the global financial system.
• The EU parliament backs sanctions against Hungary, as the large majority accuse the country of seriously breaching EU
values. The message is more direct to the Hungarian Prime Minister, Mr. Viktor Orban, but most importantly is also a message to
Italy. Those are the tools Ms. Von der Leyen was talking about a few weeks ago, if Ms. Meloni would not be aligned with the EU.
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General news
• The cannabis sector had a significant spike yesterday, after Biden pardons thousands convicted of marĳuana possession,
and therefore investors speculate, the Biden’s administration is closer to decriminalizing marĳuana in the country. Mr.
President said, his move comes from the belief that “no-one should be in jail just for using or possessing marĳuana”. KTS has a
small exposure in the company Cronos Group (CRON US), which can count Altria as largest shareholder with 45% ownership
interest.
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General news on crypto currencies
• Apparently a group of hackers has managed to steal around USD 100 million worth of tokens from Binance. Because of such
cyberattacks and the sophistication of hackers, market participants see cybersecurity as a structural growth story for the next
decade.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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